To Our Clients and Partners:

As Coronavirus, COVID-19, has become an evolving and uncertain public health issue, Code
Red Consultants continues look to federal and state authorities for guidance on how to navigate
this developing situation as the health and safety of our staff, clients, project partners, and the
community remains a top priority.
Given the concerns about the spread of COVID-19 and the associated impacts to our geographic
region, all staff have been encouraged to work remotely through at least Friday April 3rd. Our
office will be temporarily closed during this time, however our dial by name directory remains
available @617-500-7633 with office phones being forwarded to mobile devices. Our general
delivery voicemail box will be responded to immediately during normal business hours, 8a5pm EST.
The team here at Code Red remains committed to maintain and deliver the same level of service
and responsiveness to our clients, while employing alternate ways to collaborate and
communicate to employ safe health practices. We are eliminating any non-essential in-person
meetings and site visits but are leveraging the use of technology such as Microsoft Teams, Blue
Beam Technology for design / drawings reviews and electronic sealing. Our entire staff is setup
to have access to our network remotely, which includes access to all files and software packages
to deliver services to meet client needs including, AutoCAD, Revit as well as Procore, photos,
video, or face time for certain types of site related inspections.
In addition, Code Red Consultants is committed to providing value added life safety services
and are actively engaging our client base that have unique needs brought up on by this
situation. If you are a healthcare client delivering healthcare services, we are prepared to
prioritize services to meet your needs and provide creative solutions to the challenges of
delivering patient care during this time. For construction sites which are faced with the
challenges of temporarily closing and creating a secure and safe environment, we are available
for consultation on the implementation of construction site safety protocols in accordance with
NFPA 241.
Please don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions or concerns. Thank you all for your trust in
our team, and we wish you and your families the best.

Stay healthy and be safe!
Code Red Consultants
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